Validating innovations to improve recovery after heart surgery
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Despite advances made in percutaneous procedures for cardiac pathologies, open heart surgery continues to play a major role in the management of a variety of heart diseases. Cardiac surgery has evolved considerably, as it continues to incorporate many advances, including minimally invasive approaches, endoscopic techniques, endovascular modalities, bioengineered materials, and state-of-the-art artificial assist devices. Given that cardiac surgery is significantly shaped and driven by the rapid introduction of clinical innovations, it is crucial to routinely assess the impact of new technologies on clinical outcomes (1,2). An astute and evidence-based assessment of the nature and extent of impact, and a critical evaluation of the resulting clinical outcomes will undoubtedly further herald the utility of cutting edge technologies in the optimal surgical treatment of cardiac ailments.

Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) is one of the most common operations, with more than 300,000 cases being performed annually in the United States alone (3). Ever since its inception in the 1960s, the operation has undergone a few iterations which, when combined with markedly improved post surgical care, more effective cardiac medications, and an almost flawless cardiopulmonary bypass system, has yielded extraordinary long-term clinical outcomes. In fact, it is one of the best-studied treatment surgeries in medicine, where its performance and efficacy have shone through in a plethora of large randomized clinical trials (4).

For revascularization, the left internal mammary artery remains the primary option for bypassing the left anterior descending coronary artery (5). In selecting a second, third or indeed more bypass grafts, however, the great saphenous vein (GSV) remains the most widely used vessel. This is due to a few favorable factors: relative ease in harvesting the vein, it is not prone to spasms, and its long-term patency has been thoroughly studied (3,6).

The GSV has historically been accessed by making a large incision on the patient’s leg, referred to as open vein harvest (OVH). As such, the approach could be associated with undesired sequelae, especially pain and wound complications including infections. These result in delayed ambulation, prolonged length of hospital stay, and potentially increased readmission rates (3). The infection rate associated with OVH ranges from 2% to 24% of cases, implying a non-negligible health and economic burden (7). The utility of endoscopic techniques within surgery was introduced in the 1990s. This paved the way for endoscopic vein harvesting (EVH) in cardiac surgery. Over the past three decades EVH has grown in popularity with many centres across the world adopting it as the option of choice. Its use has been supported by studies showing lower post-surgical complications when compared to the traditional OVH approach (7).

In this multi-centre prospective cohort study, Gulack et al. assesses patient risk factors and processes of care associated with secondary surgical-site infection (SSI) after coronary artery bypass surgery. The study considers a few key points pertinent to post operative recovery in patients undergoing a CABG, so the authors should be commended for their initiative. The group has produced a manuscript...
which has a few notable strengths, including: a large sample size; a well-designed methodology; and results which corroborate earlier studies. The authors correctly recognize that the study was not powered to examine the endpoint of secondary SSI, so its predictive power is limited. They also concede the short follow-up duration of 65 days may have not been adequate in fully categorizing patients who had developed an SSI post CABG. Nevertheless, their results showed a 3% rate for acquiring a secondary SSI, which was associated with an increased body mass index and packed red blood cell transfusion.

Gulack's study attributes their findings to the technique employed in harvesting the SVG. They derive EVH's benefits: fewer complications related to wound infection, such as lower incidence of hematomas, saphenous nerve neuropathy, and neuralgia. Although these advantages have been referenced to in similar studies, EVH has had its fair share of controversy. In particular, some groups have implicated this approach with lower graft patency in intermediate- to long-term follow-up studies. This has been theorized to be secondary to the endothelial damage caused by using a scope (8-11). Other studies have shown the safety of EDV, and refuted higher graft patency failure rates (12-15). In reality, EVH has the potential for improving post-operative recovery, and endothelial damage can be reduced by an experienced user. To fully investigate the clinical outcomes of EVH versus OVH, more studies are needed (16,17).

To further aid patient recovery post cardiac surgery, our group assessed adhesive-enhanced sternal closure, and demonstrated benefits on functional recovery, respiratory capacity, incisional pain, and analgesic requirements (18). This pilot study underlined the significance of patient recovery post cardiac surgery, and explored methods for improving multiple patient factors, hence paving the way for more research in this area. In another study, we showed the safety and efficacy of using negative pressure wound therapy following OVH, highlighting its benefits in improving post-operative recovery (19).

As we continue to incorporate advancing technologies in cardiac surgery, studies similar to this one should be encouraged as they highlight the importance of objective patient outcomes. Cardiac surgery continues to rapidly evolve in embracing new approaches and methodologies. To ensure these advances have a substantial and lasting imprint on our management of cardiac diseases, a comprehensive and regular analysis is required, and Gulack et al. has provided a step in that direction.
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